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Thank you for joining us today! 

Funded by the Federal Office of Rural Health Policy, Health Resources and Services Administration.

Social Determinants of Health: Challenges 
and Opportunities in Rural America

Please Note: • All attendees are muted
• Today’s session will be recorded
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The Rural Health Research Gateway (Gateway) is a website that provides 
easy and timely access to research and findings of the FORHP-funded 
Rural Health Research Centers, 1997-present. Our goal is to help move 
new research findings of the Rural Health Research Centers to various 
end users as quickly and efficiently as possible. 

This site can be used to find: 
• Abstracts of both current and completed research projects, 
• Publications resulting from those projects, and 
• Information about the research centers and individual researchers.

RuralHealthResearch.org 
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Dr. Jan Probst
Rural and Minority 
Health Research Center
ruralhealthresearch.org/researchers/ 
janice-c-probst#publications

About Dr. Probst
Dr. Probst is a Distinguished Professor Emerita at the 
Arnold School of Public Health of the University of 
South Carolina, with a research and policy focus on 
rural health and health disparities. She was a founding 
faculty member for the Rural and Minority Health 
Research Center (formerly, the South Carolina Rural 
Health Research Center), established in 2000, where 
she currently serves as research faculty. Dr. Probst is a 
member of the National Rural Health Association 
(NRHA) Health Equity Council and serves on Board of 
Directors of the South Carolina Office of Rural Health. 
The NRHA has recognized her work with its 
Distinguished Researcher and Volunteer of the Year 
awards. Dr. Probst completed her BA at Duke 
University, her MS at Purdue University, and her PhD 
at the University of South Carolina. 
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Overview

• Defining our terms

• Rural disparities

• Planning a way forward
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Defining: what does “rural” mean?

• Rural areas are defined by population and 
distance:

• Smaller populations

• Greater distances
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Definitions: the 
rural US
• Census tract 

definitions are more 
granular

• …but have no one in 
charge

https://gis-portal.data.census.gov/arcgis/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=7a41374f6b03456e9d138cb014711e01
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Definitions: the 
rural US

• County-level 
definitions are based 
on an urban area of 
≥ 50,000 people

• County-level 
definitions omit 54% 
of Census-defined 
rural people 

https://gis-portal.data.census.gov/arcgis/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=7a41374f6b03456e9d138cb014711e01
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Rural disparities in health & outcomes

Research documents 
higher age-adjusted 
death rates for 
children, working age 
adults, and older 
adults in rural than in 
urban counties
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Rural health care infrastructure gaps
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“Social Determinants of Health” 
• CDC definition: “the conditions in which people 
are born, grow, live, work and age as well as the 
complex, interrelated social structures and 
economic systems that shape these conditions.”

• WHO definition:  “the social, physical and 
economic conditions that impact upon health”

• Excluded:  biological factors, such as BrCa gene
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Picking apart these words

• Social:  
• Society has created these conditions 
• These conditions can be changed 

• Determinants:
• Horrible word. 
• Influences, challenges … let’s find a better term
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This is not a linear 
story
Everything links to 
everything else

And nearly all elements 
are the result of human 
choice

Image created at https://www.wordclouds.com/
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Using the WHO Elements of SDOH

• Physical
• Economic
• Social 
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Physical: Air quality 
(ranked by quantity of hazardous pollutants in air)
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Physical: Motor Vehicle Crash 
Fatalities, 2018

• Rural areas contain about 19% of the US 
population, but generate:

• 30% of vehicle miles travelled (VMT)
• 45% of all traffic fatalities
• VMT death rates twice as high as urban: 1.68 per 

million VMT versus 0.68 per million VMT
• Simple answers? Nope.

• Crashes with alcohol involvement: 29% for both
• Observed seat belt use: 90.1% rural, 89.4% urban
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Physical: built environment

It’s not 
just seat 
belt use

https://ctre.iastate.edu/research-synthesis/intersections/
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Economic considerations

• Nature of the rural economy: 
the jobs it supports

• Occupational hazards
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Economic: rural 
diversity
Agriculture and 
recreation are 
seasonal industries.
Mining and 
agriculture 
experience global 
price volatility 

https://www.ers.usda.gov/webdocs/charts/81423/December16_Feature_Kusmin_fig01.png?v=9934.5
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Diverse industries, diverse injury risks 
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Notice anything?
Roll over protection 
structures (roll bars) were 
optional from 1967 –
1985
Required from 1985 on

Regulatory action 
can reduce risks
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Social conditions

• Poverty and its many intersections
• Food insecurity

• Education
• Race/ethnicity
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Poverty

Rural has 
been poorer 
for a long time
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Households with 
children are 
vulnerable
Among households 
with children in 2016,
30% of rural v
25% of urban 
reported economic 
hardship
(Crouch et al, JRH, 2019)
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Persistent poverty,

high rates of poverty 
that persist for > 20 
years,

is almost exclusively a 
rural phenomenon:

86% of persistent 
poverty counties are 
rural (301/351)
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Households with 
any debt in 
collections, 2018
National:  31%; median 
amount $1,639
Communities of Color: 
42%; $1,643
White communities:  
26%; $1,614

https://apps.urban.org/features/debt-interactive-map/?type=overall&variable=pct_debt_collections
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Households with 
medical debt in 
collections, 2018
National:  16%; Median 
amount $694
Communities of Color: 
19%, $727
White communities:  
15%, $668
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Self-care lower in rural counties 
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Delay med care Delay meds Food insecure

Proportion of adults reporting selected actions 
or experiences, by residence, 2017

Metro Nonmetro

https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/hus/contents2018.htm#Table

Higher 
poverty may 
partly 
explain 
higher 
difficulties 
with care, 
health
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Poverty affects parenting

Thanks Elizabeth Crouch for this data analysis; Nov 10, 2020
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Education is a key 
correlate of 
multiple outcomes

Lower educational 
attainment in rural 
counties is a complex 
combination of both 
local education 
systems and 
outmigration
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Low education 
rural counties
Education has 
implications for health 
literacy, as well as for 
financial outcomes
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Poverty higher in 
low-education 
counties

Low education definition: 
≥20% of adults age 25-
64 lack high school 
diploma:  (467 counties)

79% of low education 
counties are rural (369) 
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Students aren’t a 
problem, but…
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No parent involvement

Apathy
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Dropping out

Absenteeism

Percent of teachers reporting 
selected student problems, 2011-2012 

NCES
Rural Town Suburban City

Average educator 
salaries (2015 data)
• Urban: $73,357
• Suburban: $74,153
• Rural: $69,797
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"The past is never dead. It's not even 
past.”*

*Faulkner, Requiem for a Nun

Probst, Glover, Kirksey J Racial Ethnic Health Disparities, 2018.  Modification of McMichaels, Am J Epid 1999.
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All SDOH are entangled with race and 
racial discrimination
• Definition:  race is a social construct 

• Historically in the US, race has been used to 
create categories of person 

• Persons classified as “non-white” are more 
exposed to racial discrimination and bias, across 
multiple economic and social sectors, than white 
individuals
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Rural America: less diverse than 
urban overall, but …

Source: USDS, Rural America at at Glance, 2018 edition
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Map shows counties 
where indicated non-
white populations are 
more than 20% of the 
population 

Zahnd et al, forthcoming

Non-white 
populations: 
regionally 
concentrated
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Poverty varies with both residence and race

Rural non-white 
populations 
experience both 
residence based 
and
racial/ethnicity-
based disparities 
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Persistent child poverty rates

Persistent child 
poverty rural 
counties are 
disproportionately 
those with 
relatively high 
non-white 
populations 
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Educational attainment of rural adults aged 25 years and 
older, by race/ethnicity, 2015
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Education: segregated public schools

https://www.urban.org/urban-wire/americas-public-schools-
remain-highly-segregated
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Transitioning

42
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Moving to action 
• Clinician responsibilities:

• Recognize SDOH
• Appropriately consider SDOH when interacting with 

patient, prescribing
• Clinician and community responsibilities

• Identify SDOH disparities
• Address SDOH disparities
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Physicians 
recognize SDOH 
needs
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But …

as 
someone 
else’s 
problem
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All of us are in this, all of us are needed

Rural intersectoral 
collaborative
efforts
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Find a convener and go for it: SC RHAP 
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Broad involvement
50-member 
task force: 
industry, 
education, 
providers, 
politics
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Focus on SDOH
Community members:
• Local school district, tech college 

heads
• SC Association for Community 

Economic Development
• SC Rural Infrastructure Authority
• USDA Rural Development
• SC Community Loan Fund  
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Meeting for a year to set goals

15 recommendations 
across 5 areas
• Community assets, leadership 

and engagement
• Economic development
• Education
• Housing
• Health care access
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Rural Forward SC: Funded follow-up 
and feedback (2019)

• Health care access
• Community assets, leadership 

and engagement
• Economic development
• Education
• Housing
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Wrap-up

• The prevalence of adverse SDOH conditions 
varies regionally and within states, but is 
generally higher in rural areas

• Finding solutions to problems with multi-sector 
roots will require extraordinary levels of 
cooperation and commitment.
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Disclosures

• The presenter has no conflicts to disclose

• This presentation has been approved by Sam the 
rural health advoCATe.  
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Thanks!

• Our web site: 
• rhr.sph.sc.edu

• Core funding from:  
• Federal Office of Rural Health Policy, Health 

Resources & Services Administration, USDHHS
• Contact:  

• jprobst@sc.edu
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Rural Ethnic/Racial Disparities: Adverse Health 
Outcomes
Rural minority group populations often experience dual disparities 
in health. This recap summarizes adverse health outcomes across 
these populations including premature death, age-adjusted 
mortality, disability status, and obesity rates.
ruralhealthresearch.org/recaps/11

Rural Ethnic/Racial Disparities: Social and 
Systemic Inequities
This resource examines social and systemic inequities that influence 
disparities in health among minority group populations. Rural non-
white populations experience both residence-based and 
racial/ethnicity-based health disparities.
ruralhealthresearch.org/recaps/12
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Gateway provides easy and timely access to research 
conducted by the Rural Health Research Centers

Funded by the Federal Office of Rural Health Policy, Health Resources and Services Administration.

ruralhealthresearch.org

• Research and Policy Center
• Products & Journal Publications
• Factsheets & Policy Briefs
• Research Projects
• Email Alerts
• Experts
• Dissemination Toolkit

This free online resource connects you to:
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https://www.ruralhealthresearch.org/recaps/11
https://www.ruralhealthresearch.org/recaps/12

